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Abstract
We study the formation mechanism of rims created around femtosecond
laser ablated craters on glass. Experimental studies of the surface
morphology reveal that a thin rim is formed around the smooth craters and is
raised above the undamaged surface by about 50–100 nm. To investigate the
mechanism of rim formation following a single ultrafast laser pulse, we
perform a one-dimensional theoretical analysis of the thermal and fluid
processes involved in the ablation process. The results indicate the existence
of a very thin melted zone below the surface and suggest that the rim is
formed by the high pressure plasma producing a pressure-driven fluid
motion of the molten material outwards from the centre of the crater. The
numerical solutions of pressure-driven fluid motion of the thin melt
demonstrate that the melt can flow to the crater edge and form a rim within
the first nanoseconds of the ablation process. The possibility that a tall rim
can be formed during the initial stages of the plasma is suggestive that the
rim may tilt outwards towards the low pressure region creating a resolidified
melt splash as observed in the experiments. The possibility of controlling or
suppressing the rim formation is discussed also.

1. Introduction

Laser micromachining has been widely studied for many
materials and has been extended to ultrashort laser pulses that
can machine any material to very high precision at the micron
scale [16]. The major benefits of an ultrashort pulse include its
ability to produce a very high peak intensity (> 1016 W cm−2)
and rapid deposition of energy into the material. High peak
intensities allow energy delivery even into transparent high
band-gap materials such as glass through nonlinear processes

(multiphoton absorption, avalanche ionization etc) [15,19,20].
On the other hand, the rapid absorption of energy leads to
efficient material removal before significant heat diffusion to
the substrate occurs.

While the nonlinear effects and short time scales
associated with ultrashort laser ablation are believed to provide
a nonthermal material removal, complicated morphologies
observed on micromachined glass surfaces indicate the
opposite [1, 3]. Recent experiments have provided evidence
for the existence of a molten region below the ablated
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area, even in the femtosecond operating regime [3]. The
hypothesis is that part of the absorbed laser energy remains
in the bulk of the material and melts a thin layer below the
ablated volume. If the lifetime of this molten layer is long
enough and/or the forces acting on the liquid are large enough,
the molten material will be driven from the centre to the edges
of the crater, which creates an elevated rim around the ablated
crater. Multiple laser pulses show that this rim formation
causes a surface roughness and therefore reduces the precision
of an ultrafast laser micromachining process [3].

In order to improve the quality and precision of ultrafast
laser micromachining, it is important to understand, model
and quantify the thermal nature of the process and any molten
material rearrangement that occurs. In this paper we provide
scaling arguments and an estimate for the depth of the melted
layer and model its motion during the lifetime of the melt.

We first present typical experimental results of the surface
morphology of craters ablated using single and multiple
femtosecond laser pulses with an emphasis on the rim
formation around the craters (section 2). Before presenting the
modelling efforts, we discuss the ablation process and forces
that might effect the rim formation (section 3). We then discuss
the level of the material heating and model the variation of melt
depth with time for a single laser pulse (section 4.1). Finally,
we present a thin-film model to estimate the characteristic
time scales of various mechanisms causing the melt to flow
outwards to create the rim and show representative numerical
simulations of fluid flow in a thin molten layer (section 4.2 and
4.3). We conclude with some ideas for suppressing formation
of the rim (section 4.4).

2. Experimental results

Our experimental studies focus on the surface morphology
of borosilicate glass (BorofloatTM) ablated using single near
infrared (NIR) femtosecond laser pulses. We irradiated
the glass samples with 780 nm 100–200 fs pulses from a
regeneratively amplified Ti : sapphire laser. The surface of
the sample was positioned normal to the direction of the
incident beam. We performed these experiments in air at
atmospheric pressure. Following irradiation, the samples were
analysed with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The
basic results were reported recently [3] and we summarize them
here with some additional features as they form the basis for
the theoretical and modelling considerations given in section 4.

Figure 1 presents three SEM images of crater rims
produced by an average laser fluence of F av

0 = 34 J cm−2

(where F av
0 = Epulse/πw2

0, pulse energy per unit area). The
laser is focused with a 250 mm focal-length lens to a spot size of
about 30 µm. The first image (figure 1(a)) shows a thin circular
rim around a nearly smooth crater following a single pulse of
the laser on a flat glass substrate. It is the resemblance of this
rim to a ‘resolidified splash’ of a molten layer that originally
motivated our investigation of the dynamical processes that
result in the formation of the rim.

The second image (figure 1(b)) shows that when a second
pulse irradiates a previously formed rim a new rim is formed
inside the original one. The distance between the two rims
is approximately equal to the wavelength λ of the light,
which suggests that diffraction of light plays an important

Figure 1. SEM images of crater rims generated by (a) one laser
pulse (b) two overlapping laser pulses and (c) three overlapping laser
pulses of 780 nm and 100 fs. The laser fluence was F av

0 = 34 J cm−2.
The numbers correspond to the order of the incident laser pulses.

role [3, 4, 27]. Upon close inspection of the area between
the pulses, there is a wave pattern apparently due to Fresnel
diffraction-induced modulation of the second laser pulse.

When a third pulse irradiates two previously overlapping
craters (figure 1(c)), micrometer-scale organized features
appear along the rim. The smaller scale ripple-like features
that are evident circumferentially along the rim, which is
basically semicircular in cross-section, are presumably a
manifestation of a Rayleigh capillary instability familiar from
the disintegration of fluid filaments. This aspect of the surface
evolution has not been studied.

In an attempt to fabricate a micro-fluidic device, we
micromachined channels in a glass surface by scanning the
laser beam across the surface and letting multiple laser pulses
overlap. In these experiments, the laser is focused with an
objective lens (Mitutoya, 5×, numerical aperture = 0.14) to a
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Figure 2. An SEM image of a microchannel created using 200 fs
and 780 nm laser pulses of F av

0 = 23 J cm−2 focused to a spot size of
about 12 µm. The image shows the microscale surface roughness
created by the rims of overlapping laser pulses when scanning the
laser across the surface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. An AFM study of a single crater ablated with a 200 fs and
780 nm laser pulse of F av

0 = 12.6 J cm−2. (a) The AFM image.
(b) The ablation profile at the centre-line of the crater. The radius of
the beam spot size is w0 = 5.9 µm.

spot size of about 12 µm. As shown in figure 2, the interplay
between rim formation and diffraction results in a perceptible
surface roughness inside the channels.

Figure 3 shows a detailed AFM study of a single crater.
The rim is raised by about 50–100 nm above the surface and
the maximum depth of the ablated crater, ha, is about 450 nm.
The ablation depth, ha, depends linearly on the logarithm of
the average laser fluence, F av

0 , according to [2]

ha = α−1
eff ln

(
F av

0

Fth

)
, (1)

where Fth = 1.7 J cm−2 is the minimum fluence to initiate
ablation (threshold fluence) in borosilicate glass. The slope

Figure 4. A schematic description of ablation process of glass with
a femtosecond laser pulse (a)–(d) and time scales associated with
various processes (e).

(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)

of this linear relationship yields α−1
eff = 238 nm. This

parameter represents the distance where the laser fluence
decreases to 1/e of its value and thus can be interpreted as
the ‘effective optical penetration depth’ in accordance with the
Beer–Lambert absorption law. We use these measured data in
our heat transfer calculations in section 4.1.

In order to understand and control the micromachining
process using ultrafast lasers, it is necessary to investigate the
formation mechanism of the surface microfeatures. To address
these issues, we examine the rim formation of a single laser
pulse as the main focus of this paper.

3. Physical processes

Ultrafast laser ablation of dielectric materials such as
glass involves a number of processes, including nonlinear
absorption, plasmas, shock propagation, melt propagation and
resolidification. Each of these processes has a different time
scale and can roughly be grouped into three different time
domains as illustrated in figure 4.

In the first picosecond (figure 4(a)), part of the incident
laser energy is absorbed by electrons through multiphoton and
avalanche ionization [19,20] and then transferred to the lattice
on the time scale of few picoseconds. As the electrons
and ions thermally equilibrate, a high-pressure and high-
temperature plasma is formed above the surface. At early times
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(less than 10 ns, figure 4(b)), the plasma expands primarily in
the direction perpendicular to the target surface [31]. In the
later stages (figure 4(c)), the plasma expands in both the lateral
and perpendicular directions and removes the ablated material
from the surface.

A large portion of the absorbed energy is used by the
expanding plasma to move into the ambient gas [29]. A
small portion of it remains in the target as thermal energy.
The thermal energy deposited in the bulk of the glass forms a
transient shallow molten zone below the expanding plasma [3].
Ladieu et al [13], for example, measured that about 8% of
the incoming energy was thermalized and transmitted to the
undamaged part of a quartz material when irradiated with a
100 fs laser pulse. During plasma expansion, the front of the
molten material propagates into the bulk as a result of the
heat diffusion. When the temperature of the melt decreases
below the melting temperature the melt resolidifies. The forces
acting on the molten material drive the liquid from the centre
to the edges of the crater during the melt lifetime and create an
elevated rim around the ablated crater as the melt resolidifies.

Two main forces might affect the flow of a molten
layer below the expanding plasma: (1) thermocapillary forces
(Marangoni flow) and (2) forces exerted by the pressure
of the plasma above the surface. Thermocapillary flow is
induced by the temperature gradient on the surface which
is expected to follow the Gaussian beam intensity profile of
the laser. In studies of laser texturing of silicon surfaces in the
absence of ablation, the rim formation was attributed to the
thermocapillary flow in thin films created by nanosecond laser
pulse heating [21,30]. The temperature gradient on the surface
creates surface tension gradients that drives material from the
hot centre to the cold periphery. This response is expected in
most materials where the surface tension, γ , decreases as the
fluid gets hotter (dγ /dT < 0). However, in the case of glass
dγ /dT is positive [12]. Consequently, such a thermocapillary
flow in laser irradiated glass surfaces would actually drive
fluid from the cold periphery to the hot centre of the melt in
contrast to what was observed in our experiments. In addition,
the effect of thermocapillary flow in glass is expected to be
negligible because of its high viscosity, which leads to a flow
time scale much longer than the typical melt time scale, as
detailed further below.

On the other hand, a hydrodynamic force due to the
pressure gradients exerted by the plasma onto the molten
material might play an important role in the rim formation. A
gradient of ablation pressure on the molten surface can induce
a lateral melt flow to the periphery [26]. The pressure gradients
are particularly large at the plasma/air interface which should
be close to the edges of the molten layer. Because of these large
pressure gradients, we expect a melt flow to the periphery and
rise of a thin rim at the edges of the melted surface much like a
splash of a liquid. In this paper, we provide a two-dimensional
model of the pressure-driven flow processes and give the time
evolution for the profile of the melt surface.

4. Theoretical modelling and discussion

Simulation of all the physical process involved in femtosecond
laser ablation of glass requires a rather complicated and time
consuming numerical solution. In this paper, we propose

simple analytical and numerical models that can qualitatively
address the thermal and flow processes associated with the
first laser pulse. The goal is to identify the physical processes
involved in the formation of rim around the laser ablated crater
and suggest ways to eliminate it.

The rim formation is associated with the fluid dynamics
of the molten layer and the properties of the forces exerted by
the plasma that controls its dynamics. We first estimate the
properties of the molten layer (its thickness and its variation in
time) through heat transfer calculations (section 4.1). A thin-
film model of the molten surface layer is then introduced to
explore the temporal evolution of the melt surface (section 4.2).

4.1. Heat transfer calculations

In this section, our goal is to estimate the initial thickness of
the molten layer and to predict the variation of this thickness
with time. These properties are directly related to the amount
of the absorbed energy that remains in the bulk of the material
as heat, namely, to the thermalized energy. Let us first estimate
the amount of the energy that is absorbed by the material.

4.1.1. Absorptivity (A). The incident laser energy delivered
to the sample is either reflected, transmitted or absorbed.
Absorptivity, A, refers to the fraction of the incoming energy
that is absorbed by the material. The absorptivity of a dielectric
material depends on the intensity of the laser irradiation
and varies with time during the duration of the laser pulse.
When glass is exposed to high intensity ultrashort pulses, its
reflectivity increases with time as the plasma density increases
[19]. Once the critical surface plasma density is formed, any
further incident laser energy is reflected back from the surface
due to an induced skin effect. Perry et al [19] showed that when
the incident laser fluence is much larger than the threshold
(F av

0 > 10–20Fth where Fth ≈ 2 J cm−2 for fused silica), a
plasma with a critical density can be achieved early in the
pulse and a large portion of the energy is reflected. At a laser
fluence of 20 J cm−2, they estimated the reflectance to be about
60% (for λ = 1064 nm and τp = 350 fs). The other 40% of
the incident energy is either absorbed or transmitted.

In a recent study, Chowdhury et al [7] measured both the
reflectivity and transmissivity of a single 90 fs, 800 nm pulse
in fused silica. As predicted by theory, they found that the
transmissivity drops and the reflectivity rises as the incident
intensity is increased. On the other hand, the absorptivity
increases sharply near the threshold fluences and remains
constant (about A = 0.35 ± 0.03) for fluences between 5 and
25 J cm−2. Therefore, in our calculations we assume that the
absorptivity is between A = 0.3 − 0.4.

4.1.2. Thermalized fluence (Fheat). The incident laser beam
is absorbed initially by electrons through multiphoton and
avalanche ionization. Dissipation of the energy absorbed by
the electrons begins only after the laser pulse is gone. The
absorbed energy is transferred from the high energy electrons
to the lattice through electron–phonon scattering within the
region of energy deposition. This happens within the first
10–20 ps. Substantial heat diffusion begins only after few tens
of nanoseconds. In the case of femtosecond laser ablation
of glass, a rather complicated and time consuming numerical
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Figure 5. (a) Initial deposition of the absorbed laser fluence, AF av
0 ,

according to the Beer-Lambert law for a uniform laser beam
distribution. (b) A sketch of the resulting initial temperature
distribution inside the material.

solution is required to estimate the partition of the absorbed
laser energy. In our calculations, we propose to use an
‘effective optical light penetration depth’ measured in our
experiments to estimate the fraction of the incoming laser
energy deposited in the glass as heat (thermal energy).

The absorbed laser energy is deposited in a layer defined
by the penetration of light. A convenient means to quantify
the penetration depth of light is the Beer–Lambert law, which
assumes that the light intensity is attenuated exponentially with
depth z. Then, the attenuation of the absorbed laser fluence as
a function of depth is given by

Fa(z) = AF av
0 exp

(
− z

α−1
eff

)
, (2)

where the surface absorptivity is A = 0.3–0.4 and the effective
optical penetration depth is α−1

eff = 238 nm, as measured in our
previous experiments (see equation (1)) [2].

Figure 5 illustrates this exponential decay of the laser
fluence with depth for a uniform incident laser beam. There
are three distinct layers for the absorption depth. The first
layer represents the ablation region. Within the ablation depth
(ha), the fluence absorbed at the surface (AF av

0 ) drops to the
ablation threshold value (AFth). In this layer, a high pressure
and temperature plasma is formed. The second layer represents
the molten region. When the fluence drops below the ablation
threshold, optical breakdown of glass cannot occur (electron
number density is below the critical value) and the absorbed
fluence goes into melting of the material. The third layer
represents the solid region in which the heating is insufficient
to melt the material.

The variation of the absorbed laser fluence with depth
can be rewritten in terms of Fth and ha by combining

equations (1) and (2),

Fa(z) = AFth exp

(
ha − z

α−1
eff

)
, (3)

where z = 0 corresponds to the location of the flat surface. At
the ablation depth, z = ha, the fluence drops to F(ha) = AFth.

Assuming that laser fluence penetrating beyond the
ablation depth, z � ha, goes into heating of the bulk, the
amount of thermalized fluence is about Fheat = AFth =
0.5 J cm−2 for A = 0.3 (about 1.5 % of the incident laser
energy). Thus, we find that a fixed amount of laser fluence
heats the material below the ablation crater independent of
the incident laser fluence. This means that below the ablation
crater, a melt layer of a constant thickness is formed even if
the laser beam profile has a Gaussian distribution.

4.1.3. Initial melt thickness (hm,0). After the laser energy is
absorbed by the electrons within the pulse duration of about
100 fs, electrons transfer their energy to ions within several
picoseconds. Since the glass materials do not have a latent
heat of melting, all of the thermalized energy goes to increase
in lattice temperature; �T ∝ Fa/(ρCpα−1

eff ). Thus, the
fluence deposition described by equation (3) produces an initial
temperature distribution in the glass, T0(z), with an exponential
profile

T0(z) − T∞ = AFth

ρCpα−1
eff

exp

(
ha − z

α−1
eff

)
, (4)

where T∞ is the ambient temperature, ρ is the density
of the substrate and Cp is the heat capacity. Melting of
borosilicate glass occurs when the local temperature exceeds
the temperature, Tm ≈ 1500 K [9]. The value Tm is the
working point temperature of glass, defined as the temperature
at which the glass can readily be formed, which corresponds
to a viscosity of approximately 103 Pa s. We can therefore
calculate the initial melt thickness, hm,0 = zm,0 − ha, from
hm,0 = α−1

eff ln(AFth/(Tm − T∞)ρCpα−1
eff ) where Cp =

1250 J kg−1 K−1 (see the thermophysical properties of glass
in table 1); we have chosen to evaluate all physical parameters
at the mean temperature of 900 K. This calculation yields an
initial molten layer thickness of hm,0 ≈ 440 nm for A = 0.3
and hm,0 ≈ 505 nm for A = 0.4.

4.1.4. Variation of melt thickness with time (hm(t)).
Following the cessation of ultrafast energy input, the melting
process continues as the heat flows out of the region where the
initial energy is deposited. Diffusion of the thermal energy
determines the movement of the melting front and therefore
the variation of the melt thickness.

We can easily calculate the heat flow out of the region
where the initial energy is deposited by solving a one-
dimensional (1D) heat conduction equation with an initial
temperature profile described by equation (4). The cooling
at the top of the melt zone is assumed to be negligible because
of the presence of the high temperature plasma. During the
expansion, the plasma cools in tens of microseconds from
some very high initial temperature to the ambient temperature.
Hence, all of the heat loss is assumed to take place through the
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Table 1. Thermophysical properties of borosilicate glass
(BorofloatTM). The chemical composition includes 81% SiO2,
13%B2O3, 2%Al2O3 and 4%Na2O.

Property Symbol Units Values

Density [9] ρ kg m−3 2.23 × 103

Melting Tm K 1500
temperature [9]a

Viscosity [9] µ Pa s ≈ 103 (at 1500 K)
≈ 102 (at 2000 K)
1 − 10 (> 2500 K)

Surface γ N m−1 0.28 (at 300 K)
tension [5]

Temperature γT N m−1 K−1 3.4 × 10−5

coefficient of
surface tension [12]

Thermal k W m−1 K−1 1.25 (at 300 K)
conductivity [5]b 1.6 (at 600 K)

4.5 (at 900 K)
42.0 (at 1500 K)

Specific Cp J kg−1 K−1 746 (at 300 K)
heat [8]b 1000 (at 600 K)

1250 (at 900 K)
1320 (at 1500 K)

Thermal D m2 s−1 0.75 × 10−6 (300 K)
diffusivityb 0.72 × 10−6 (600 K)

1.60 × 10−6 (900 K)
14.3 × 10−6 (1500 K)

a Tm is the working point temperature of glass, defined as the
temperature at which the glass can readily be formed and has a
viscosity of approximately 103 Pa s.
b In the heat conduction calculations, we used data at an average
temperature of 900 K, which is an average between T∞ = 300 K
and Tm = 1500 K.

solid, as the rearrangement of the molten layer takes place on
shorter time scales.

The one-dimensional heat conduction model can then be
described by

∂T

∂t
= ∂

∂z

(
D

∂T

∂z

)
, z > ha, (5)

∂T

∂z
= 0 at z = ha, (6)

T = T∞ as z → ∞, (7)

T (z, 0) = T∞ + Tthe−(z−ha)/α
−1
eff at t = 0, (8)

where Tth = AFth/ρCpα−1
eff . As a first approximation, we

assume that the heat capacity, Cp, the thermal conductivity,
k, the density, ρ, and therefore the thermal diffusivity, D =
k/ρCp, are constants at an average temperature of 900 K.

To find an analytical solution for this heat conduction
problem, nondimensionalize variables as

T̄ = T − T∞
Tth

, z̄ = z − ha

α−1
eff

,

t̄ = D

(α−1
eff )

2
t. (9)
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Figure 6. Time variation of melt depth, hm(t), at the centre-line of
the crater for two different absorptivities, A = 0.3 and 0.4, and for
their corresponding thermalized fluences of Fheat = 0.51 and
0.68 J cm−2. The calculations are performed assuming constant
thermophysical properties at an average temperature of 900 K.

The nondimensional problem statement is then

∂T̄

∂t̄
= ∂2T̄

∂z̄2
, z̄ > 0, (10)

∂T̄

∂z̄
= 0 at z̄ = 0, (11)

T̄ = 0 as z̄ → ∞, (12)

T̄ (z̄, 0) = f (z̄) = e−z̄, (13)

which has the solution

T̄ (z̄, t̄ ) = 1√
4πt̄

∫ ∞

0
f (ζ )

[
e−(z̄+ζ )2/4t̄ + e−(z̄−ζ )2/4t̄

]
dζ.

(14)

When f (ζ ) = e−ζ , this can be expressed in terms of the
complementary error function, erfc(s), as

T̄ (z̄, t̄ )= et̄

2

[
ez̄erfc

(
z̄ + 2t̄√

4t̄

)
+ e−z̄erfc

(−z̄ + 2t̄√
4t̄

) ]
. (15)

We can now calculate the temperature distribution in the
material below the plasma using the analytical solution given
in equation (15). The melt depth, hm = zm − ha, as a function
of time is obtained by solving T (zm, t) = Tm. A plot of
melt depth versus time is shown in figure 6 for two different
aborptivities, A = 0.3 and 0.4. The numerical results show
that the melt front propagates into the material for about 100–
200 ns as the heat diffuses out of the initial melt depth and
then solidification (retraction of the melt front) begins. These
calculations provide us estimates for the order of magnitude of
two important characteristic scales of the melt zone:

• The average melt depth, 〈hm〉, varies between 0.6 and
0.8 µm.

• The average melt lifetime, 〈tm〉, varies between 0.4 and
0.8 µs.

These estimates obtained using the 1D heat conduction model
represent a good approximation for studying the melt variation
at the centre-line of the ablation crater. We have also calculated
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Figure 7. Description of parameters used in the thin film model to
calculate the evolution of the free surface of the melt.

the variation of melt depth using a more comprehensive 2D
heat conduction model, which resulted in similar results to
the 1D problem from the order of magnitude of the average
melt thickness and its lifetime. As we will discuss in the
next section, the numerical simulation of thin melt flow
indicates that the rim formation is most probably formed over
a nanosecond time scale. During this time the melt thickness
does not vary significantly and can be assumed to be constant
with a value of its initial thickness. Therefore, we present here
only the 1D heat conduction calculations, which are sufficient
for providing an estimate for the variation of the melt properties
for the purpose of this study.

4.2. Fluid dynamics calculations

4.2.1. Thin-film model. In this section, we examine
the hydrodynamic conditions under which a crater partially
filled with molten glass can form rims reaching the heights
measured in experiments. For this purpose, we develop a two-
dimensional (2D) model of the fluid motion, in the circular
geometry representative of the experiments, as illustrated in
figure 7. It is natural to work with cylindrical coordinates.
The free surface of the molten glass is described by h(r, t)

and the boundary between the liquid and the solid substrate,
namely the bottom profile of the molten glass, is given by the
profile b(r, t).

The shape of the thin liquid film evolves owing to
variations in the surface tension γ (r, t) along the free surface
and because of the very high pressure ppl(r, t) of the plasma
above the free surface. Because the melted region has a typical
height much less than the typical width of the laser ablated
craters, the lubrication approximation (see appendix A) can be
used to obtain an evolution equation for the time-dependent
profile of the free surface h(r, t):

∂(h − b)

∂t
+

1

r

∂

∂r
r

[
(h − b)2

2µ

∂γ

∂r︸ ︷︷ ︸
Marangoni

− (h − b)3

3µ

∂ppl

∂r︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pressure

+
(h − b)3

3µ

∂

∂r

(
γ

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂h

∂r

))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Curvature

]
= 0, (16)

where µ is the liquid viscosity and the different flux
contributions have been labelled. The first term in brackets
accounts for motion caused by the surface tension gradients
due to the uneven heating of the surface (thermocapillary or
Marangoni-driven flow). The second term accounts for the
motion due to the pressure gradients exerted by the plasma
onto the molten material, and the third term in (16) represents
surface tension effects, which enter as the product of surface
tension and surface curvature (the latter has been linearized).

4.2.2. Comparison of flow times scales. When a surface
temperature distribution, Ts(r), is imposed, then the surface
tension varies according to

dγ

dr
= dγ

dTs

dTs

dr
. (17)

We assume γT = dγ /dTs is constant and neglect the effect of
temperature variations on the viscosity. Using equation (16)
we can estimate characteristic time scales associated with the
Marangoni flow (τM), and the pressure-driven flow (τp),

Marangoni flow : τM ≈ µL2

γT Tm〈hm〉 , (18)

Pressure-driven flow: τp ≈ µL2

〈ppl〉〈hm〉2
, (19)

where 〈hm〉 is an average melt depth, L is a typical
radial dimension and 〈ppl〉 is an average plasma pressure.
The thermophysical properties of borosilicate glass are
summarized in table 1. For an average melt depth of
〈hm〉 ≈ 1 µm, as estimated in the heat transfer calculation in
section 4.1, a typical crater radius of L = 10 µm, (comparable
with the radius of the Gaussian laser pulse) and an average
plasma pressure of 〈ppl〉 ≈ 1000 atm (the typical plasma
pressure drops from millions of atmospheres to about 100 atm
during the first 10 ns of its expansion [19]), we obtain

τM

τp
= O

( 〈ppl〉〈hm〉
γT Tm

)
≈ 103. (20)

Hence the characteristic time scale for Marangoni flow is about
three orders of magnitude longer than that of pressure-driven
flow, and τp � τM even if the peak pressure is lowered more
than a factor of ten. It is clear from this estimate that the large
plasma pressure above the free surface acts to move the fluid
much more quickly than do the surface tension gradients.

This mechanism for rim formation contrasts with that in
laser texturing of silicon surfaces in the absence of ablation,
which is attributed to the Marangoni flow in thin films
created by nanosecond laser pulse heating [21]. The idea
that thermocapillary effects do not contribute to the observed
formation of a rim at the edge of the melt zone in our
experiments is supported by the observation that the surface
tension coefficient of borosilicate glass is positive [12] in
contrast to the usual negative values of the most pure liquids.
Therefore, as discussed earlier, thermocapillary (Marangoni)
flow in laser irradiated glass surfaces would be expected to
drive fluid from the cold periphery to the hot centre of the
melt, which is not what is observed in the experiments shown
in figure 1.
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4.2.3. Verification of assumptions. There are three
assumptions needed to justify the use of equation (16): (i) the
film must be thin, i.e. 〈hm〉/L � 1. (ii) The Reynolds
number Re for the film flow (see appendix A) must be small,
Re = ρ〈hm〉3〈ppl〉/(µ2L) � 1. (iii) The flow must be quasi-
steady which requires the time for ‘viscous diffusion’ across
the thin layer, ρ〈hm〉2/µ, to be small compared with the time
scale for film evolution.

We now verify these three assumptions used to obtain
equation (16). First, since 〈hm〉 ≈ 1 µm and L ≈ 10µm,
then 〈hm〉/L � 1 and the ‘thinness’ approximation is
reasonably well satisfied. In fact, errors in using equation (16)
are O

(
(〈hm〉/L)2

)
, which further justifies the use of the

lubrication approximation for this thin-film flow. Second,
we require that the effective Reynolds number, Re, for the
film flow must be small. Using typical parameter values and
viscosity µ = 10 Pa s at T = 2500 K, we obtain

Re = O

(
ρ〈hm〉3〈ppl〉

µ2L

)
≈ 10−4. (21)

Note that even if the pressure gradient that drives the flow
was increased three orders of magnitude, the low-Reynolds-
number assumption, equation (21), is still satisfied. Finally,
the third assumption requires that the viscous effects must act
quickly to establish the velocity profile across the thin region.
This time is O(ρ〈hm〉2/µ) ≈ 10−10 s, which is much faster
than the time scale, τp, of fluid motion. Hence, the three
principal assumptions in the fluid dynamics calculation are
verified.

4.3. Numerical results and discussion for pressure-driven
flow

To perform numerical simulations of the evolution of the
molten glass we first nondimensionalize the time, length,
height and plasma pressure by characteristic values

S = t/τp, R = r/L, H = h/〈hm〉,
B = b/〈hm〉, Ppl = ppl/〈ppl〉. (22)

Since the key estimate of the previous section, equation (20),
indicates plasma pressure gradients primarily drive the fluid
flow we can neglect the Marangoni term from equation (16),
and arrive at the following nondimensional evolution equation
for the free surface height, H(R, S),

∂(H − B)

∂S
− 1

R

∂

∂R
R

[
(H − B)3

3

dPpl

dR
+

(H − B)3

3

∂

∂R

×
(




R

∂

∂R

(
R

∂H

∂R

)) ]
= 0. (23)

The nondimensional parameter 
 is given by


 = γ 〈hm〉
〈ppl〉L2

≈ 10−5. (24)

Even though 
 is small, we will keep the curvature term in the
numerical simulations.

To solve the time evolution of the free surface using
equation (23), we need to provide the initial state of the
interfaces H(R, 0) and B(R, 0) and the time evolution of the
plasma pressure profile Ppl(R, S).

4.3.1. Initial profiles of the interfaces. There are three
different interfaces in this problem: (a) melt–plasma interface
(the free-surface, H(R, S)), (b) melt–solid interface (the
bottom profile, B(R, S)) and (c) melt–air interface that
becomes melt–plasma later when the plasma above the crater
expands radially.

We describe the initial profiles of melt–plasma and melt–
solid interfaces based on the measured profile of the ablation
crater (see figure 3). Due to nonlinear absorption properties
of glass exposed to femtosecond laser pulses, the ablation
profile is not linearly related to the Gaussian distribution (r2

dependence) of the incoming laser beam. The divergence
from the Gaussian profile is especially pronounced at the
edges where the absorptivity varies significantly. The ablation
profile depends mainly on two parameters: (a) laser fluence
distribution (Gaussian) and (b) the absorption properties of
glass that depends nonlinearly on the laser intensity. One can
estimate how the absorptivity varies with the radial distribution
of a Gaussian laser intensity or fluence. Alternatively, one can
describe an ‘effective laser fluence’ profile assuming a constant
absorptivity by matching the resultant ablation crater profile to
the measured one. We choose to follow the second method in
describing the initial profiles of the interfaces.

The radial fluence (energy/area) distribution of a Gaussian
beam is given by

F(r) = F
peak
0 exp

(
−2r2

w2
0

)
, (25)

where F
peak
0 = 2Epulse/πw2

0 = 2F av
0 . The radial distribution

of ablation depth can then be described using equation (1)

ha(r) = α−1
eff ln

(
F(r)

2Fth

)
. (26)

Figure 8 compares the ablation depth contour for a Gaussian
beam profile as calculated using equation (26) with the
measured data presented in figure 3. While the centre of the
crater follows the Gaussian laser beam distribution, the crater
edges do not. We have found that an effective fluence profile
in the form of

Feff(r) = F
peak
0 exp

{
−2

[(
r

w0

)2

+

(
r

0.7w0

)8
]}

(27)

fits best to the measured crater profile and is used to describe
the initial profile for the free surface of the melt in the numerical
simulations. By combining equations (26) and (27), the initial
free surface profile can be presented in the following non
dimensional form:

H(R, 0) = α−1
eff

〈hm〉
{

ln

(
F av

0

Fth

)
− 2

[
R2 +

(
R

0.7

)8
] }

. (28)

The melt–solid interface (the bottom profile, B(R)) can
then be described easily assuming a constant thickness of
molten layer underneath the ablation crater profile. In the
discussion of energy deposition, we assumed that the incident
laser beam and the resulting initial temperature distribution
inside the glass material attenuate exponentially with depth.
Accordingly we found that the threshold fluence for melting
is about Fheat = AFth that results in a constant melt thickness
below the expanding plasma. Thus, as a first approximation
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Figure 8. Plots of laser ablation depths, ha, calculated for (a) a
Gaussian beam profile and (b) an effective laser beam profile
(equation 28). The estimated ablation crater profiles are compared
with the measured ablation depth given in figure 2. The ablation
crater profile as obtained by the effective laser fluence fits best to the
measured crater profile and is used as the initial profile for the free
surface of the melt in the numerical simulations.

the initial thickness of the molten glass can be assumed
constant below the ablation crater and is equal to hm,0 =
α−1

eff ln(Tth/(Tm −T0)) where Tth = AFth/ρCpα−1
eff . The initial

bottom profile can thus be presented as

B(R, 0) = H(R, 0) − hm,0

〈hm〉 . (29)

In our calculations we use hm,0 = 462 nm for an average
absorptivity A = 0.35. We will next show that the rim is most
probably formed in a nanosecond time scale during which the
melt thickness does not vary significantly and can be assumed
to be constant with a value of its initial thickness. Thus, we
assume that the bottom profile is independent of time B(R).

4.3.2. Plasma pressure profile. The dynamics of the plasma
is very complicated and resolving the details of its temporal and
spatial evolution requires extensive 3D numerical simulations.
Especially during the first 100 ps, the plasma is in a highly
nonequilibrium state and it should be approached with a
molecular dynamics type of simulations [22, 32, 33].

In the literature, only a limited number of studies
have attempted to investigate the fs-laser induced plasma
dynamics [10, 14]. Among these studies, Perry et al [19]
solved the problem using one-dimensional Euler–Lagrangian
code. Their calculations provide a valuable insight for
the temporal variation of plasma pressure during the first
few nanoseconds. Numerical data of Perry et al [19] is
shown in figure 9 together with some other experimental
measurements of the average plasma pressure [6, 28]. We
fitted the data of Perry et al [19] with an exponential curve,
in the form of ppl = atc, for describing the time evolution
of the maximum plasma pressure in our calculations and
obtained a = 10−6.57 and c = 1.57 for metric units of
pressure.
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Figure 9. Plasma pressure data from the literature [19, 6, 28].
Temporal variation of the plasma pressure used in our calculations is
estimated using a curve fit to Perry et al ’s calculations [19] using SI
units.

For describing the radial distribution of the plasma
pressure we consider the fact that the thermalization of the
absorbed laser energy takes a few picoseconds. This time is too
short for significant expansion to occur. Thus, the starting point
is solid density material with an initial temperature determined
by the amount of absorbed energy [23]. For a constant density
plasma, the pressure variation corresponds to the temperature
distribution. The radial distribution of temperature, thus that
of pressure, is determined by the profile of the absorbed laser
fluence, namely by the profile of the effective laser fluence.

Assuming that the radial distribution of plasma pressure
is in accordance with the effective laser fluence, we obtain the
following nondimensional pressure distribution:

Ppl(R, S) = aτ−c
p S−c

〈ppl〉

{
−2

[
R2 +

(
R

0.7

)8
]}

. (30)

At the early times the plasma expansion is one directional,
thus the plasma is confined within the ablated crater. At
the later times, the plasma expansion is three dimensional
and the above description of the confined plasma profile
will be inadequate. The problem is obviously much more
complex than how we approach it here. However, this model
for the pressure distribution presents a good qualitative and
quantitative description of the plasma variation for the first
nanoseconds of the ablation process.

4.3.3. Evolution of the free surface: numerical results.
We next numerically explore the behaviour of solutions of
equation (23) with equation (30) for the time-dependent
pressure distribution. The rim height is the feature of the
solution in which we are most interested. More specifically,
we investigate whether plasma pressure above the molten glass
can apply large enough forces to form a rim around the ablation
crater during the lifetime of melt and high pressure 1D plasma.

Figure 10 presents a numerical solution for pressure-
driven melt flow of the free surface for glass viscosity of
µ = 2 Pa s. The upper plot describes the pressure radial
distribution according to equation (30) and the bottom plot
shows the evolution of the free surface after t = 1 ns.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Numerical solutions of pressure-driven melt flow for
µ = 2 Pa s and w0 = 5.9 µm. The top plot shows the plasma
pressure and the bottom plot shows the evolution of the free surface
after t = 1 ns. The measured profile of the ablation crater is added
for comparison of the rim height.

For comparison, we have also plotted the measured ablation
crater profile. After 1 ns the rim height reaches a plateau and
does not increase anymore as the plasma pressure decreases
below tens of atmospheres.

The numerical results shown in figure 10 indicate that a
tall rim (≈150 nm) can be formed within the first nanoseconds
of the ablation process. Femtosecond laser generated plasmas
exhibit very high pressures (millions of atm) in the first tens
of picosecond. As the plasma expands mainly in 1D, the
pressure drops quickly to a several tens of atm within a few tens
of nanoseconds [19]. During this time, the plasma pressure
gradient is especially high at the periphery pushing the molten
layer underneath the plasma and forming an elevated rim
surrounding the ablation crater. This high aspect ratio rim
will eventually tilt outwards because of the pressure difference
between the high pressure plasma inside and the atmospheric
air pressure outside. This hypothesis can further be supported
with a high resolution SEM image of a rim shown in figure 11.
This image clearly suggests that the rim is a resolidified splash
of a very tall rim surrounding the ablation crater.

Since there is a lack of experimental data available for the
viscosity of molten glass in the high-temperature regime, we

Figure 11. SEM images of a crater generated with a single 800 nm
and 100 fs laser pulse. (a) The whole crater at 3000× magnification
and (b) a higher resolution SEM image (30 000× magnification)
focused on the rim formed around the crater. The laser fluence was
F

avg
0 = 34 J cm−2.

estimate the glass viscosity by extrapolating the available
data at lower temperatures. The estimates indicate that for
temperatures above 2500 K, the glass viscosity would be
between 1 and 10 Pa s or even less. The simulations results
for µ = 10 Pa s shows that a rim of 30 nm height gets
accumulated around the ablation crater within 1 ns after the
plasma is formed. The rim becomes very tall for a lower value
of viscosities, reaching up to 500 nm for µ = 0.5 Pa s.

4.3.4. Time scales of various processes after rim formation.
Once a rim (bump) is formed around the crater, it may relax
down in the absence of the pressure-induced driving forces.
We will next examine the bump relaxation time scale with
comparison to its solidification time scales.

• The time scale to relax a bump of a height � = 150 nm is
�µ/γ ≈ 1 µs.

• The time scale to solidify a bump depends on the
thermal conductivity and radiative cooling. The time
scale associated with radiative cooling is proportional
to σT 4 where σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant.
Hence, the time scale for the radiative cooling of a
bump with a horizontal length scale of �w = 400 nm
is �wρCp�T/σT 4 ≈ 20 µs. On the other hand, the
time scale associated with conductivity is proportional to
(�w)2ρCp/k ≈ 100 ns. Thus, the bump will resolidify
through heat conduction before it will relax down.
Furthermore, the melt will cool even more rapidly near
the edges since the heat flow is higher near regions of
rapid variations (the edges).
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Figure 12. The free surface evolution after t = 1 ns for two different
beam diameters; w0 = 10 µm (the top plot) and w0 = 20 µm (the
bottom plot). In these calculations µ = 2 Pa s. The rim height
decreases as the diameter of the crater becomes larger.

In conclusion, our simulations are suggestive that we are
capturing, overall, the right physical processes. There are
missing details, due to the complication of the physics and
geometry, that would need to be known much more accurately
to get the simulation closer to measurements. These semi-
quantitative calculations thus do not present an exact solution
for the problem but a qualitative description of how the plasma
pressure affects the crater and rim formation and estimates for
the time scales that are important.

4.4. How to suppress the rim formation?

We can now answer the question of ‘how to suppress the rim
formation for clean laser processing’ or in other words seek
‘how to achieve clean borders of the irradiated spot’.

If the pressure-driven flow time, τp, is long enough, the
pressure-induced forces acting on the fluid will not be able to
drive the molten material from the centre to the edges of the
crater during the short lifetime of the high pressure plasma.
From the parametric dependence of τp shown in equation (19),
the rim height depends on

rim height ∝ 〈ppl〉〈hm〉2

µL2
. (31)

During experiments, we can control two of these parameters;
the melt thickness, 〈hm〉, and the characteristic length scale,
L, by varying the laser beam radius w0. Smaller melt
thickness or larger beam radius (wider ablation crater) will
both lead to smaller rim heights. The initial melt thickness
is proportional to hm,0 ∝ α−1

eff ln(AFth/ρCpα−1
eff (Tm − T0)).

Therefore a thinner melt thickness can be achieved by reducing
the optical penetration depth by using shorter laser wavelengths
or/and shorter pulse durations. Both the melt thickness and
lifetime will be further reduced by the decreased amount
of the absorbed thermal energy (Fheat ∝ Fth) because the
threshold fluence decreases with both laser wavelength and
pulse duration [11, 25].

Figure 12 illustrates the effect of the crater dimensions.
Here, we plot the evolution of the free surface after t = 1 ns

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. The free surface evolution after t = 1 ns for two
different effective beam profiles.
(a) Feff(r) ∝ exp {−2[(r/w0)

2 + (r/0.8w0)
3]} and

(b) Feff(r) ∝ exp {−2[(r/w0)
2 + (r/0.68w0)

14]}. In these
calculations w0 = 5.9 µm and µ = 2 Pa s. The rim height decreases
as the steepness of the effective beam profile decreases.

for two different laser beam spot sizes. As the ablation crater
gets larger it takes longer to drive the fluid from the crater centre
to the edges. It may be even possible to achieve a negligible
rim height by increasing the width of the ablation crater.

Another way of suppressing the rim formation may be
by modifying the effective laser beam profile. As shown
in figure 13(a), with a less steep effective laser profile the
formation of a rim takes longer time. On the other hand, for a
steeper effective beam profile, the elevated rim becomes taller
(see figure 13(b)). Therefore, if one can modify the laser spatial
beam profile, it may be possible to achieve a cleaner border of
the irradiated spot. Although it is easy to control the intensity
distribution of the laser beam profile, it is not clear, however,
how this may impact the pressure distribution in the plasma.
This remains a subject for further investigation.

5. Conclusions

The morphology of the single-shot ablated areas revealed
a smooth and shallow crater surrounded by an elevated
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rim. From these experimental observations, conclusions
could be drawn about the ablation mechanism of borosilicate
glass. We argued that a very thin melt zone existed during
the ablation process and calculated the thermal and flow
properties of this thin melt zone. In these calculations, several
characteristic time constants associated with ablation, melting
and flow processes were determined. The comparative values
revealed that a flow of fluid driven by a plasma-induced
pressure gradient localized near the radius of the laser pulse,
with reasonable values of the plasma pressure, would have
enough time to move melted material towards the edge and
so deposit a thin rim around the ablated area. Physically
based estimates of the melt thickness and the pressure-
driven flow process then suggest ways to suppress this rim
formation.
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Appendix A. Derivation of the equation of motion
for the thin-film model

In this appendix we present a short derivation of the partial
differential equation describing viscous fluid flow in a thin
film [17, 18, 24]. Suppose that the position of the free
surface of the fluid is denoted as z = h(x, y, t), and the
shape of the time-independent bottom substrate is denoted as
z = b(x, y, t). We assume that the flow is incompressible
and described by the Navier–Stokes equations. Then, the fluid
velocity u and pressure p satisfy

∂u
∂t

+ u · ∇u = − 1

ρ
∇p +

µ

ρ
∇2u, (A1)

∇ · u = 0. (A2)

For some of the estimates below, it is convenient to denote the
mean film thickness hm = O(h−b) and the average, or typical,
fluid pressure by 〈p〉. Note that in (A1) we are neglecting
the gravitational body force since for the small length scales
characteristic of the rims in the experiments, ρghm/〈p〉 � 1.
The boundary conditions to be satisfied are no slip on the solid
substrate, the normal and tangential stress balances across the
free surface and the kinematic boundary condition on the free
surface.

For pressure-driven flows on the scale L typical of the
flow direction, we expect a typical velocity along the film
to have magnitude u = O(h2

m〈p〉/(µL), in which case
we define the Reynolds number for the thin-film flow as
Re = ρh3

m〈p〉/(µ2L). Let us suppose first that the velocity
field is u(x, y, z, t) = (u, v, w). Then, under the thin-film
(lubrication) approximation we assume hm/L � 1 and inertial
effects are negligible, which is equivalent to the requirement
that the Reynolds number is small, Re � 1, so that the

Navier–Stokes and continuity equations reduce to

∇2p = µ
∂2u2

∂z2
, (A3)

∂p

∂z
= 0, (A4)

∇2 · u2 +
∂w

∂z
= 0, (A5)

where ∇2 = (∂x, ∂y) and u2 = (u, v). Within the lubrication
approximation, the boundary conditions are

p = ppl − γ κ on z = h (normal stress), (A6)

µ
∂u

∂z
= ∇2γ on z = h (tangential stress), (A7)

u = v = w = 0 on z = b (no slip), (A8)

∂h

∂t
+ u2 · ∇2h − w = 0 on z = h (kinematic condition),

(A9)

where ppl is the plasma pressure above the free surface, γ is
the surface tension of the interface and κ is twice the mean
curvature of the interface.

Equation (A4) and the normal stress balance give the local
pressure in the liquid to be

p = ppl − γ κ, b(x, y) � z � h(x, y, t) (A10)

and we will use a linearized expression for the mean
curvature term, κ = ∇2

2h, where ∇2 is the two-dimensional
gradient operator. Substituting the pressure in equation (A3),
integrating the result twice with respect to z and using the no
slip and tangential stress boundary conditions yields

u2 = 1

µ

(
z2

2
− b2

2
+ bh − zh

) (∇2ppl − ∇2(γ∇2
2h)

)
+

1

µ
(z − b)∇2γ, (A11)

where u2 in the equation (A11) is the velocity distribution in
the plane of the glass.

Integrating the continuity equation shows that

∂h

∂t
+ ∇2 · q = 0 with q =

∫ z=h

z=b

u2dz, (A12)

where q is the flux vector. Substituting (A11) for u2 to calculate
the depth-averaged flux, q, we then obtain the evolution
equation for the height, h, of the thin film:

∂h

∂t
+ ∇2 ·

[
(h − b)2

2µ
∇2γ

− (h − b)3

3µ

(
∇2ppl − ∇2(γ∇2

2h)

)]
= 0. (A13)

In cylindrical coordinates and assuming an axisymmetric
shape, h(r, t), equation (A13) becomes

∂h

∂t
+

1

r

∂

∂r
r

[
(h − b)2

2µ

dγ

dr
− (h − b)3

3µ

dppl

dr

+
(h − b)3

3µ

∂

∂r

(
γ

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂h

∂r

)) ]
= 0. (A14)
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